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Abstract
This thesis studies the structure and evolution of the large scale heliospheric magnetic
field. The work covers the space age, the period when satellite measurements revolutionized our knowledge about space. Now, this period is known to be the declining phase of
the grand modern maximum of solar activity.
The thesis addresses how the hemispherical asymmetry of solar activity is seen in
the photospheric magnetic field and how it appears in the corona and in the heliosphere
until the termination shock. According to geomagnetic and heliospheric observations,
the heliospheric current sheet has been southward shifted around the solar minima since
1930s. Using Ulysses probe observations, we derive an accurate estimate of 2◦ for the
southward shift of the heliospheric current sheet during two very different solar minimum
in the mid 1990s and 2000s. The overall structure of the heliospheric magnetic field has
changed significantly now when the grand modern maximum has come to an end. During
the present low solar activity the polar fields are weaker and the heliospheric current sheet
covered a wide latitudinal range during the previous minimum. When the heliospheric
current sheet is wide the asymmetry is less visible at the Earth’s orbit.
We extend our study to the outer heliosphere using measurements made by Voyager
and Pioneer probes and show that the hemispherical asymmetry in the coronal hole
evolution, and the related southward shift of the heliospheric current sheet, are seen
until the termination shock. In order to understand the origin of the hemispherical
asymmetry, we complete a multipole analysis of the solar magnetic field since 1976. We
find that the minimum time southward shift of the heliospheric current sheet is due to
the quadrupole component of the coronal magnetic field. The quadrupole term exists
because the generation and transport of the magnetic flux in the Sun tends to proceed
differently in the northern and southern hemispheres.
During this and the following decade the Sun is most likely going to be less active than
it has been since 1920s. Therefore it is probable that the hemispherical asymmetry of
the heliospheric magnetic field will be less visible in the ecliptic plane in the near future.
Now, when the Sun seems to be at the maximum of cycle 24, we are looking forward to
see how the polar fields and the heliospheric magnetic field are formed when approaching
the following solar minimum. It is possible that, as the activity rises again after the
present and future low cycles, the hemispherical asymmetry will be opposite to that of
the 20th century and the minimum time heliospheric current sheet would be northward
shifted.
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1. Introduction
Sun is our nearest star and the main source of energy in the Earth. Sun also
maintains life in the Earth. While learning more about the Sun, we have seen that
it also causes several significant long and short term changes in our environment.
Besides the academic interest in understanding natural processes, solar research
has also become important for technology development and especially for climate
change. With growing population and decreasing resources, it has become more
and more important to understand and possibly predict the mechanisms varying
the environment. Heliosphere is the region of space surrounding the Sun, where
physical processes are mainly controlled by solar activity, propagated by the solar wind (SW), the ionized gas emerging from Sun that carries the heliospheric
magnetic field (HMF). Space weather refers to the present conditions in the heliosphere. Strong space weather events like flares and coronal mass ejections can
cause dramatic economical losses since our technology is still vulnerable to the
largest burst of solar activity causing geomagnetic storms, solar energetic particle
events, radio blackout events etc. Space climate refers to heliospheric conditions
over longer periods of time. After more than 50 years of satellite era, we have
learned a lot about the long-term change in the Sun and heliosphere. At the same
time, we have learned to exploit old records, like sunspot images and geomagnetic
data sets, in order to to extend space era beyond the satellite era. Comprehensive
analysis of these various measurements shows that during most of the the 20th
century Sun was very active, and thereby this era is now called the grand modern maximum (GMM). Besides the high overall activity during the GMM, also
the distribution of the activity was hemispherically and longitudinally asymmetric. This study is about the space climate, especially north-south asymmetries in
heliosphere since 1960’s.

2. Solar cycle
2.1. Sunspot cycle
Sunspots are the most important indicator of solar activity, since black regions
on the surface of the Sun can be observed even by human eye. Sunspots were
observed by eye already in the prehistoric times, but the telescope improved solar measurements dramatically. A few decades after the start of telescope based
sunspot measurements the sunspots practically vanished. There was a period of
about 70 years in 1645 - 1715 almost without sunspots. Ironically this time coincides with the reigning period of Louis XIV of France, the Sun King. This period,
now called the Maunder minimum, was also very period in Europe [Eddy, 1976].
The nature of the sunspot cycle was found by Samuel Heinrich Schwabe in 19th
century [Schwabe, 1844; Arlt, 2011]. Using yearly values Schwabe [1844] estimated
the length of the cycle to be ten years. Fifteen years later, using more measurement
and better time resolution, the length of the cycle was defined to be about 11 years
[Wolf , 1859]. After almost 400 years of sunspot measurements is known that the
length of the cycle varies between 9 and 14 years. The typical time from sunspot
minimum to sunspot maximum is 4.3 years, while from maximum to minimum
time it takes 6.6 years on an average [Hargreaves, 1992]. The connection between
solar, auroral and geomagnetic activity dramatically evidenced for the first time
during a massive flare in September 1859 which produced enormous geomagnetic
disturbances [Carrington, 1859].
Wolf defined the sunspot number, a measure of sunspot activity to be
RZ = k(10g + s)

(2.1)

where s is the number of individual sunspots, g is the number of sunspot groups,
and k is an observer related normalization factor [Stix , 1989]. Besides the Wolf
(Zurich) sunspot number RZ there are also other definitions for sunspot activity.
The group sunspot number RG is defined as follows:
RG =

12.08 0
Σki Gi ,
N

(2.2)
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where Gi is the number of sunspot groups recorded by the i th observer, ki0 is the
i th observers correction factor, N is the number of observers used to form the daily
value, and 12.08 is a normalization number chosen to make the mean RG identical
with the mean RZ for the period 1874 – 1976 [Hoyt and Schatten, 1998]. The
RG is in general considered to be the most reliable quantity of sunspot activity.
Sunspot number is a very useful indicator of solar activity cycle because of its
length [Hathaway, 2010]. However, sunspot number is not a perfect representative
of the solar magnetic field, especially during long spotless periods, when sunspot
number is continuously zero, even though solar magnetic field is not stable. This
was particularly the situation during the extended solar minimum after peculiar
solar cycle 23 [SIDC-team, 2012].

Fig. 2.1. Sunspot numbers since 1610. a) Monthly (since 1749) and yearly (1700 –
1749) Wolf sunspot number series. b) Monthly group sunspot number series. The grey
line presents the 11-year running mean after the Maunder minimum. Standard (Zürich)
cycle numbering as well as the Maunder minimum (MM) and Dalton minimum (DM) are
shown in the lower panel [Usoskin, 2008] .

Figure 2.1 presents the Wolf sunspot number and the group sunspot number
since their respective starting times. Figure shows that during most of the 20th
century the Sun was very active and the highest sunspot maximum was reached
during solar cycle 19 in late 1950s. This active Sun episode, which started in the
1940s, can be regarded as the modern grand maximum (MGM) of solar activity
[Usoskin, 2008]. Grand maxima and minima refer to periods of exceptionally high
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cycle, the occurrence of grand minima and maxima is not driven by cyclic variability, but by a stochastic or chaotic process [Usoskin et al., 2007].
The magnetic nature of solar eruptions was suspected already during the 19th century, but this connection was questioned by several authors. Solar magnetism was
found by Hale [1908], who discovered that the sunspot spectral lines are shifted
due to the strong magnetic fields, the Zeeman effect. After several years of continuous measurements it became clear that sunspots often appear in bipolar groups
and that the polarities of leading and trailing spots remain in the same order over
one solar cycle. Anyhow, from cycle to another this orientation of polarities alternates, leading to the 22-years magnetic cycle, also called the Hale cycle [Hale et al.,
1919]. Besides the magnetic properties of sunspots, it was found that while the
cycle proceeds, the location of spots tends to move from higher to lower latitudes.
Drawing sunspot locations in a time-latitude coordinate system produces a figure,
which resembles the wings of a butterfly. This presentation of the sunspot cycle is
therefore often called the butterfly diagram [Maunder , 1904]. The butterfly diagram of Figure 2.2 presents the latitudinal appearance of sunspots since 1870 and
shows the cyclic variation of sunspots with some differences between the cycles.
The butterfly diagram shows that cycles tend to overlap during solar minimum
times. While the old cycle is passing away at low latitudes, the new cycle appears
at high latitudes.
http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/images/BFLY.PDF

HATHAWAY/NASA/MSFC 2012/08

2.2. Solar magnetic cycle
The first solar magnetograph was build by Babcock [1953] and it offered a possibility to investigate the solar photospheric magnetic field also outside sunspots.
Soon it was discovered that the magnetic field covers the whole solar surface, but
the field is significantly weaker than sunspot magnetic field. During solar minima
opposite magnetic polarities cover the northern and southern polar regions while
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during solar maxima both poles alternate their polarities [Babcock , 1959]. Hales
polarity laws established the existence of a well-organized toroidal magnetic flux
system, which was located somewhere in the solar interior and was the source
of sunspots. In 1919, Larmor suggested the inductive action of fluid motion as
one possible explanation for the origin of sunspot magnetic field [Larmor , 1919].
Larmos’s theory was confounded by Cowling’s anti-dynamo theorem, which stated
that axisymmetric flows could not, in themselves, sustain an axisymmetric magnetic field against Ohmic dissipation [Cowling, 1933]. It took a couple of decades
to discover that the Coriolis force could impart a systematic cyclonic twist to the
rising turbulent fluid elements in the solar convection, so breaking the axisymmetry and circumventing Cowlings theorem [Parker , 1955]. Parker’s dynamo theory
became one of the corner stones in the modeling of solar magnetic fields. During
the following decades the αΩ dynamo model was developed. The fundamental idea
of the αΩ dynamo is the Ω effect which forms the toroidal field from a poloidal
seed field, and the α effect which forms the poloidal field from toroidal. The Ω
effect is produced by differential rotation and the α effect arises from the Coriolis
force. It is also required that both diffusion and convection take place in solar
plasma. Sunspots are related to the amount of toroidal magnetic field, with the
toroidal magnetic flux reaching its maximum around solar cycle maximum. In
the declining phase of the cycle the α effect returns the toroidal field to poloidal
and the polar fields reach their maximum at sunspot minimum (for a review, see
e.g. Charbonneau [2005]). Mean field αΩ model is still widely used and acknowledged, but it neglects thermally-driven turbulent convection, which is crucial in
the outer layers of the Sun [Charbonneau, 2005]. Physically more reasonable, but
also much more challenging, is to solve the equations of magnetohydrodynamics
directly without resorting to ill-defined parametrizations for the small scales. Direct numerical simulations of the solar dynamo have improved significantly during
the last few years, and recent studies have been able to produce solar-like activity
cycles [Käpylä et al., 2012].
Photospheric magnetic field have been routinely monitored since 1960s but a
continuous calibrated data series start only in the 1970s. Snapshots of the magnetic field intensity over the whole visible disk, magnetograms, show that there
are active regions with strong magnetic fields around sunspots. Moreover, outside
these active regions the solar surface is covered by the quiet region magnetic network, formed by stronger magnetic fields around the convection cell boundaries.
A common format to present the structure of the photospheric magnetic field is
the synoptic map, which shows the field over the whole (360◦ ) solar surface in a
longitude-latitude chart. The photospheric magnetic field is so far measured only
from the Earth’s vantage point. Therefore measurements during one full solar
rotation are needed to collect one synoptic chart. However, during this period
magnetic field may vary significantly, so that the synoptic chart does not give a
momentary structure of the solar magnetic field at any moment of time.
Similarly to the sunspot butterfly diagram, the magnetic butterfly diagram
presents the longitudinal averages of the photospheric magnetic field for each rotation [Harvey, 1992]. Figure 2.3 presents the butterfly diagram of the photospheric
magnetic field. It looks quite similar to the sunspot butterfly diagram since active
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Fig. 2.3. Butterfly diagram of the photospheric magnetic field [Hathaway, 2012] .

regions and sunspots are closely connected. Figure 2.3 shows that at the start of a
new solar cycle the active regions are located at mid-latitudes, and while the cycle
proceeds, active regions move to lower latitudes. The leading part of active region
approaches the equator after the solar maximum. Since the polarity of the leading
part in a northern and southern hemisphere is different, cancellation of the flux
over the equator increases while the cycle proceeds. Although sunspots occurrence
regions move practically only towards the equator, the magnetic butterfly diagram
shows that some parts of active regions also travel towards the poles. Poleward
transport of the trailing part of the active regions is called the meridional circulation and it cancels the old polarity of the polar regions. Solar minimum is reached
when polar fields are oriented according to the polarity of the new cycle and equatorial active regions have mainly disappeared [Leighton, 1964; Charbonneau, 2005].

2.3. Other solar activity parameters
Besides sunspots, there are several other parameters that have been measured over
several decades and that describe solar activity. Figure 2.4 shows the daily values
of sunspot number, F10.7 radio flux and total solar irradiance composition since
the late 1970’s. The 10.7 cm (2800 MHz) solar radio wave emission, often called
the F10.7 radio flux, has been measured since 1946 [Tapping, 1987]. Measurements
in radio waves are not affected by weather conditions and the data series is therefore almost continuous. The F10.7 flux is related to the magnetic active regions,
especially sunspots, but it also originates from the background magnetic network.
This was explicitly shown during the extended solar minimum after solar cycle 23,
when sunspots mainly disappeared, but the F10.7 flux remained at the level of
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Fig. 2.4. Daily values of sunspot number, F10.7 radio flux and total solar irradiance
composition.

about 30% of the maximum value. The F10.7 flux is often considered as a best
proxy for solar activity since it correlates very well with the sunspot number. However, the relation between sunspot numbers and F10.7 changed around 2000/2001,
when sunspot activity became smaller than F10.7 [Lukianova and Mursula, 2011],
suggesting a fairly discontinuous change in solar behavior after the maximum of
cycle 23 [Tapping and Valdés, 2011]. Figure 2.4 shows also that daily variations
are smaller in the F10.7 flux than in sunspot number.
The solar activity parameter which is the most important for life on the Earth,
the total solar irradiance (TSI), also correlating with the sunspot number [Fröhlich
and Lean, 1998]. Besides the variations in TSI, there seems to be more significant
solar cycle variations in specific wavelengths, indicating that the shape of the
solar irradiance spectrum varies during the solar cycle [Ball et al., 2012]. This
makes also the spectral solar irradiance (SSI) very important, especially since
solar UV irradiance governs chemical and physical processes in the Earths upper
atmosphere. Recent models of the TSI and SSI use sunspot records since 1610 and
measured photospheric magnetic fields since 1974 as an input. Models are capable
to reproduce measured TSI very reliably when using satellite magnetograms as
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an input [Ball et al., 2011], but also ground-based measurements still give very
good agreement [Wenzler et al., 2006]. Models of the SSI are naturally much more
complicated, but the recent advance with models connects photospheric magnetic
field and spectral changes in irradiance [Krivova et al., 2007; Krivova et al., 2010;
Ball et al., 2012].

2.4. Variable solar activity
The progress of the solar cycle is always basically similar, but there are also significant differences between cycles. During the last 250 years the highest monthly
sunspot number reached during the cycle maximum has varied from 62 (cycle 5)
to 254 (cycle 19). The shortest cycle lasted 9 years (cycle 2) and two longest ones
(cycles 5 and 23) 12.6 years. Albeit cycle 4 is the longest cycle in Rz (based on
proxy data), detailed analysis suggest that during this period in 1784 - 1799 there
were two cycles, the later one starting in 1793 [Usoskin et al., 2001, 2002, 2009].
Solar cycle variability and especially sunspot cycle variability has been studied
from several aspects. One of the main goals of such studies is to predict future solar activity. Perhaps the most famous relationship is the Waldmeier effect in which
the time of the rise of the sunspot number from minimum to maximum is inversely
proportional to the cycle amplitude [Waldmeier , 1939, 1955]. Even though this
effect is widely cited, the correlation between the parameters seems to decrease
significantly when using group sunspot number instead of the Wolf sunspot number [Hathaway et al., 2002]. Dikpati et al. [2008] noted that Waldmeier effect is
not seen when considering sunspot areas. A better inverse correlation is found
between the cycle period and the amplitude of the following cycle [Solanki et al.,
2002]. Although some solar cycle properties indicate periodicity and predictability,
most of the predictions about the level of activity of cycle 24 were unsuccessful
[Pesnell , 2008]. Key parameter here is the length of the solar dynamo memory,
which may be less than one cycle, indicating that the amplitude of the forthcoming solar maximum cannot be predicted before the preceding minimum [Karak and
Nandy, 2012].

2.5. North-south asymmetry in sunspots
North-south asymmetry in sunspot evolution was found several decades ago [Newton and Milsom, 1955] and has been investigated in detail by many authors ( see
e.g. Temmer et al. [2006]; Zolotova and Ponyavin [2007]). The general pattern
since solar cycle 19 has been the excess of sunspots in the northern hemisphere
during the rising phase of the cycle and in the southern hemisphere during the
declining phase of the cycle [Temmer et al., 2006]. Analysis of measurements
since 1870s indicates that this asymmetry pattern experiences a phase shift every
four cycles [Zolotova and Ponyavin, 2007]. However, before cycle 19 the asym-
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metry was not clearly organized in different solar cycle phases and there were
significant changes in shorter time scales. North-south asymmetries in the solar
magnetic field are naturally related to the asymmetric nature of solar dynamo.
There are also clear evidences about the hemispheric asymmetry in rotation rates
[Antonucci et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 2011, 2013] as well as in the meridional circulation [Hathaway and Rightmire, 2011], but the connection between these separate
phenomenon is still mainly unknown.

2.6. Modern grand maximum
The Sun was very active over most of the 20th century. The highest activity
took place during the solar cycle 19 but the high activity period lasted from cycle
15 until cycle 23. Investigation of the long-term solar activity during last 11,000
years indicate that this active period was indeed exceptional and earns the name
modern grand maximum [Solanki et al., 2004; Usoskin, 2008]. The length of grand
maxima tend to be about 30 years, while the longest around 9000 BC lasted about
90 years. This indicated that the solar activity will most likely decrease during
the 21st century [Solanki et al., 2004]. Solar cycle 23 started in May 1996. The
highest monthly sunspot number was reached in March 2000 and cycle ended in
December 2008 [SIDC-team, 2012]. Maximum of cycle 23 was reached in a typical
time and the highest sunspot number of cycle 23 was still relatively large, following
the trend of high solar activity during 21st century [Lockwood et al., 1999]. The
peculiar nature of cycle 23 started to appear during the declining phase of the
cycle, which was longer than for an average cycle in 20th century. According
to NOAA (American) sunspot records, during the minimum time after cycle 23
there were 821 days when sunspots did not appear, while the number of spotless
days during typical solar minima is about 486 days. After solar maximum in
2000 sunspot magnetic field intensities become weaker and the smaller spots with
short lifetimes reduced by the factor of more than two during the declining phase
of cycle 23 [Lefèvre and Clette, 2011]. Besides these changes in sunspots, 35%
decrease in the polar field strength between 1996 and 2009 was observed [Schrijver
and Liu, 2008; Wang et al., 2009]. According to flux transport dynamo models,
this decrease is related to 15% increase in the poleward flow speed [Wang et al.,
2009]. Variations in the meridional flow speed during cycle 23 have been reported
[Hathaway and Rightmire, 2011], as well as increase of the average flow speed
from cycle 22 to cycle 23 [Ulrich, 2010]. However, especially since meridional flow
speed obtained by different instruments and methods do not agree [Ulrich, 2010],
no reliable long-term statistics exist to allow an estimate of the specific nature of
meridional flow during cycle 23.

3. Solar Wind
The solar wind is fully ionized plasma flowing outward from the solar corona to the
heliosphere. Because of the extremely high conductivity of solar wind plasma, the
magnetic field of solar corona is frozen in the motion of the plasma beyond the socalled source surface distance (about 2 – 5 Rs ). This leads to the situation, where
the outflowing plasma carries the solar magnetic field to the heliosphere. This is
the mechanism how the heliospheric magnetic field (HMF) is created. Because of
this frozen-in condition, the dynamics of the heliospheric magnetic field follows the
dynamics of the solar wind and there is always a close connection between HMF
and solar wind.
Before the satellite era there was a hypothesis about material flowing occasionally outwards from the Sun. Chapman and Ferraro [1931] suggested that the Sun
spits out material during solar flares. Biermann [1951] studied the behaviour of
cometary tails and found out that the shape of the tail is influenced by a particle
flow from the Sun and that the flow is continuous. He concluded that the velocity
of the solar wind is 500 - 1500 km/s and that during quiet times the hydrogen
density is around 100 cm−3 Biermann’s approximation for solar wind velocity was
later found to be quite reliable, and already before this hypothesis was tested, it
gave many new aspects for theoretical work.

3.1. Solar wind acceleration
The first theoretical model about the expanding solar wind was published by
Parker [1958]. Parker’s model assumes constant solar wind temperature, only
takes into account the effect of pressure gradient and gravitation, and neglects the
electromagnetic effects. The model includes the continuity (mass conservation)
equation
∂ρ
+ ∇ · ρu = 0,
(3.1)
∂t
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which connects the mass density ρ and the mass flux ρu, where u is the plasma
velocity. Another equation is the equation of momentum conservation
ρ

∂u
+ ρu · ∇u = −∇p + ρgs .
∂t

(3.2)

Assuming time independent radial flow with the same temperature for ions and
electrons the model leads to the equation


2kT 1 du
4kT
GMs
u2 −
=
− 2 .
(3.3)
m
u dr
mr
r
Integration of 3.3 gives
 2
 
 
r 
u
u
r
c
− 2 ln
= 4 ln
+4
− 3,
uc
uc
rc
r
where

r
uc =

(3.4)

2kT
m

(3.5)

GMs m
4kT

(3.6)

is the so called critical velocity and
rc =

is the critical radius. Numerical solution of Equation 3.4 using parameter values
approximated for the Sun gives two physical solutions, an accelerating profile and
so-called stellar-breeze. In both solutions critical velocity is reached at the critical
radius, but then plasma either accelerates or decelerates (stellar breeze). Measurements have shown that the temperature is around 6000 K in the solar photosphere,
106 K in the corona and 105 K in 1 AU solar wind. Coronal temperature 106 K in
Equations 3.4 – 3.6 gives a profile where the critical radius is 6Rs , the critical
velocity 130 km/s and the solar wind velocity at 1 AU 480 km/s, which is a typical
measured value. Parker’s simplified model is still acknowledged and used in many
studies (like in Paper II). However, despite more than a half-century of study, the
basic physical processes that are responsible for heating the million-degree corona
and accelerating the supersonic solar wind are not well known [Cranmer , 2009].

3.2. Coronal holes
Coronal holes are areas, where solar coronal base density is smaller and emitted
solar wind is therefore less dense than on an average. In images of certain wavelengths, like X-ray, UV and EUV coronal holes appear as darker regions, because of
the lower coronal base temperature. The existence of coronal holes was discovered
from EUV maps in 1970s [Withbroe et al., 1971] and soon it become understood,
that these are the low-density regions, where magnetic field diverges [Altschuler
et al., 1972]. Measurements during Skylab mission during the declining phase of
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Fig. 3.1. Solar corona on 3.6.2012. SDO AIA picuture at 19.3 nm wavelength, showing a
large equatorial coronal hole around central meridian.

the solar cycle 20 in 1973 – 1974 showed that solar poles are covered by coronal
holes and that coronal holes are the source of fast solar wind [Zirker , 1977]. Later
studies verified that fast solar wind originates from coronal holes where open magnetic flux tubes expand strongly to the heliosphere [Wang and Sheeley, 1990]. Fast
solar wind sources at the coronal base in coronal holes are cooler than other solar
wind sources, but after the acceleration process fast solar wind is hotter than slow
solar wind. After measurements over a full solar cycle, it was clear that during
minimum times there is mainly one large coronal hole in each polar region, but
during solar maximum coronal holes appear at any latitude and polar holes are
not developed [Hundhausen et al., 1981]. The evolution of solar wind structure
related to the solar cycle development of the coronal holes was verified by the
Ulysses probe [McComas et al., 2008]. Polar coronal holes reach their maximum
size during the solar minima. Solar wind near the ecliptic plane is dominated by
the streams from polar holes during about half of the cycle. When flows from
polar coronal holes do not reach the ecliptic plane, there are flows from isolated
low-latitude and mid-latitude coronal holes or polar coronal hole extensions which
have a different flow character than flows from large polar holes [Luhmann et al.,
2002].
The declining phase of the solar cycle 23 was exceptional also for coronal holes.
The typical minimum time structure with large polar coronal holes was not reached
at the time when sunspot number was already very low. Equatorial coronal holes
kept on occurring until the late declining phase of the cycle [Gibson et al., 2009].
Also the size of polar coronal holes was smaller than normally. The area of the
northern polar hole in 1996, at the beginning of solar cycle 23, was about 4.2%
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of the total solar surface area but only about about 3.6% in 2007. The area of
the southern polar hole was observed to be about 4.0% in 1996 and about 3.4% in
2007 [Kirk et al., 2009]. The later existence of low latitude coronal holes and the
smaller polar coronal holes affected the heliospheric conditions significantly [Lee
et al., 2009]. There was an exceptionally large number of high speed streams and
related geomagnetic disturbances, as a consequence of the persistent equatorial
coronal holes [Gibson et al., 2009]. In the geomagnetic activity this was seen
as a 9-day recurrence of the peak values in aa-index, which corresponds to the
nonaxisymmetric structure of three high-speed streams during one 27-day solar
rotation. Two of these streams come from polar coronal holes and the third one
comes from the long-lived equatorial coronal hole [Love et al., 2012].

3.3. Solar wind properties
The first in-situ solar wind measurements were made during the Soviet Luna 1
mission in 1959 [Beatty, 2007], and during NASA Mariner II mission in 1962
[Neugebauer and Snyder , 1962]. Solar wind has been monitored almost continuously since 1960s [OMNI database, 2012]. There have been several Earth-orbiting
satellites since the launch of IMP 1 satellite in 1963. The first probe located at L1
point was ISEE 3 in 1978 - 1982, but continuous solar wind monitoring at L1 point
started in 1994 by Wind and in 1998 by ACE. Figure 3.2 shows the yearly running
means of solar wind velocity, proton temperature and proton density. Velocity and
temperature depict a clear solar cycle variation, but it is not straightforwardly connected to the sunspot cycle. The properties of solar wind plasma and magnetic
field at the ecliptic plane are mainly related to the location and size of the coronal
holes. Solar wind velocity at ecliptic plane typically reaches its maximum during
the declining phase of the solar cycle, when polar coronal holes extend the low
latitudes. Velocity reaches minimum during the ascending phase of cycle, when
polar coronal holes are already vanishing and there is no significant amount of
equatorial coronal holes. Solar wind temperature correlates well with velocity, but
plasma density is weakly anti-correlating with velocity and temperature.
Comparison between solar wind measurements and synoptic X-ray coronal maps
verified the relation between solar wind plasma properties and the location of
coronal holes already in 1970’s [Krieger et al., 1973]. With that knowledge it
was possible to estimate solar wind properties at all latitudes. However only the
in-situ measurements were able to reliably illustrate the overall structure of the
heliosphere. Ulysses probe was launched in 1990, after a delay of four years due
to the disaster of space shuttle Challenger. During the mission Ulysses completed
three three polar orbits and made groundbreaking observations of the heliosphere
outside the ecliptic plane [Balogh et al., 2008]. Ulysses was set to the polar orbit
using the gravitation of Jupiter, which gave the probe the orbit with apogee at
5.4 AU and perigee at about 1.35 AU. During the first and the second orbit Ulysses
reached the maximum of heliographic latitude of ±80.2◦ during the polar passes.
In the last orbit the maximum latitude was ±79.2◦ .
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Solar wind velocity, proton temperature and proton density, yearly running means.
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Fig. 3.2. Yearly running means of solar wind velocity, proton temperature and proton
density.

Figure 3.3 shows the solar wind speed during the three Ulysses orbits as a
polar plot. The first and third orbits are close to solar minima and the second
orbit around solar maximum. Ulysses measurements verify that during the solar
minimum the solar wind velocity is continuously high at high latitudes, where solar
wind is from polar coronal holes. At solar maximum the coronal holes can appear
at any latitude and the solar wind velocity varies at all latitudes [McComas et al.,
2002].
Solar wind can be characterized in two main categories, the slow wind and the
fast wind [Rosenbauer et al., 1977]. Ulysses measurements verify that there are
two separate populations of solar wind and the velocity distribution function has
a minimum at around 600km/s. When considering measurements over the whole
mission in 1990 – 2008 the distribution maxima for slow and fast wind are about
430km/s and 760km/s. The fast solar wind population is significantly larger during
the solar minimum and the slow solar wind population during solar maximum,
which is a direct consequence of the solar cycle evolution of polar coronal holes.
At the ecliptic plane, where practically all the other probes have been located, the
distribution looks way different, since the pure fast solar wind mainly appears at
higher heliographic latitudes. At low latitudes the distribution maximum follows
the maximum of slow solar wind and there is no clearly separated fast solar wind
population [Erdös and Balogh, 2012].
If the Sun is quiet the fast solar wind origins from coronal holes, but in the
coronal mass ejections (CME) plasma velocity reaches high values and the plasma
is not from coronal hole. Separation between coronal hole and CME plasma can
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Fig. 3.3. a-c) Polar plots of the solar wind speed for Ulysses three polar orbits. Red
and blue colored to indicate measured magnetic polarity. In each plot, the earliest times
are on the left (nine o’clock position) and progress around counterclockwise. From the
center out, blended images from the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) Extreme ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (Fe XII at 1950 nm), the Mauna Loa K coronameter
(700-950 nm), and the SOHO C2 white light coronagraph [McComas et al., 2008].

be done according to charge states:


O7+ C 6+
< 0.01 → coronal hole plasma
·
> 0.01 → plasma from other source
O6+ C 5+

(3.7)

which less prone to statistical errors than other methods [von Steiger et al., 2010].
Charge states remain unchanged in the solar wind plasma and thereby are related
to the temperatures in the coronal base. Equation 3.7 actually separates the solar
wind populations according to temperature of the source region. Source region
temperature is lower and related charge state ratio is smaller in the coronal hole
plasma than in the plasma from the other regions.

4. Heliospheric magnetic field
Solar magnetic field is formed in the convection layer and transported to the solar
photosphere, forming a complicated structure of magnetic network. At small spectral scales, this magnetic field experiences rapid chances that are still unattainable
even by the latest instrumentation.

4.1. Coronal magnetic field
Because of the extremely high conductivity, the plasma and magnetic field in the
Sun and heliosphere are frozen-in to each other [Alfvén, 1943]. The ratio between
kinetic and magnetic pressures in plasma, the β ∗ -parameter is defined as follows
β∗ =

ρv 2 + nkT
,
B 2 /2µ0

(4.1)

where ρ is the plasma mass density, v is the velocity, n is the number density, T
is the temperature and B is the magnetic flux density.
The β ∗ -paramete defines whether the magnetic field follows the plasma motion
∗
(β >> 1) or whether the plasma follows the magnetic field (β ∗ < 1). In the
photosphere β ∗ varies significantly depending on the strength of the magnetic
field. In the chromosphere and lower corona β ∗ << 1 in general and the plasma
follows the magnetic field. The height where β ∗ = 1, called the Alfvén layer, varies
according to the local magnetic field strength. For quiet regions it can be less than
1.5 solar radius, but above sunspots it can reach one more than ten times higher
altitudes [Gary, 2001]. The sphere where solar wind starts to expand radially,
called source surface, is roughly at the same radial distance as the average Alfvén
layer. However, source surface radius is defined semi-empirically to fit the coronal
models with measurements. In the Alfvén layer β ∗ = 1, but in the source surface
field should expand radially, which refers the the condition, where the plasma
motion controls the magnetic field and β ∗ > 1. Definition of the source surface
is very important, since when the magnetic field starts to follow plasma motion,
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Fig. 4.1. The solar corona in white light during the total solar eclipse of 2008 August 1
[Habbal et al., 2010].

solar wind expands mainly radially and structures are mapped radially outwards
in the heliosphere.
The basic minimum time coronal magnetic configuration where closed loops
of the magnetic field appear at lower altitudes and the coronal magnetic field
at higher altitudes expands radially was seen in early solar eclipse photographs
[Pneuman and Kopp, 1971]. Figure 4.1 presents a white light image of the solar
eclipse in August 1, 2008, showing that the magnetic field forms closed loops until
about one solar radius. Around the poles the field opens roughly radially over
the whole visible range. These are the polar coronal holes. The structure of the
lower coronal magnetic field is complicated and the formation of the heliospheric
magnetic field in the upper solar corona is not known in detail. Between the
photosphere and the source surface the field experiences dramatic changes and
the fields of opposite polarity partly cancel each other. As a result, the magnetic
field in the heliosphere, outside the source surface is roughly a "stretched dipole",
especially during the solar minima. In this configuration both polarities cover
roughly half of the sphere and the layer between the opposite polarities forms the
heliospheric current sheet. Figure 4.1 presents the magnetic field configuration
during the negative solar minimum after the solar cycle 23, when the magnetic
field points towards the Sun in the northern hemisphere (T-sector) and away from
the Sun in the southern hemisphere (A-sector). The orientation of the dipole axis
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was opposite in the previous solar minimum. The successive activity cycles form a
22-year magnetic solar cycle. However, the dipole axis and the solar rotation axis
are not exactly aligned even during solar minimum. The angle between these two
axes, called the solar dipole tilt, varies over the solar cycle, reaching a maximum
during sunspot maximum and minimum during sunspot minimum.

4.2. Models of the coronal magnetic field
The structure of the coronal magnetic field can be seen in the solar eclipse photographs or in the coronagraph images, but the field components or the line-of-sight
field intensity cannot be measured. Since the coronal magnetic field is very important for heliospheric research, including space weather forecasting, several methods
have been developed in order to to extrapolate the photospheric magnetic field to
corona. The most traditional and well-known model is the potential field source
surface model (PFSS) [Altschuler and Newkirk , 1969; Schatten et al., 1969]. This
model assumes that the field between photosphere and source surface is a potential
field, meaning that there are no currents included. If the current density j = 0,
Ampere’s law gives
∇ × B = 0.
(4.2)
Since the magnetic field is always sourceless,
∇·B=0

(4.3)

these two equations lead to the Laplace equation
∇2 φ = 0,

(4.4)

where φ refers to the scalar potential of the magnetic field. The PFSS model requires two boundary conditions, the measured photospheric magnetic field and the
assumption that field at the source surface (typically at 2.5 solar radius) is purely
radial. Traditional magnetographs can only measure the line-of-sight component
of the photospheric magnetic field. Since information of the field direction is naturally required, it is most often assumed in the PFSS model that the photospheric
magnetic field is radial [Wang and Sheeley, 1992]. With these boundary conditions
the Laplace equation has a well known solution in terms of spherical harmonics
[Wilcox Solar Observatory, 2009]:

Br (r, θ, φ) =

∞ X
n
X

Pnm (cos θ)(gnm cos mφ + hm
n sin mφ)C(r, n),

(4.5)

n=1 m=0

Bθ (r, θ, φ) = −

∞ X
n
X
∂Pnm
(cos θ)(gnm cos mφ + hm
n sin mφ)D(r, n),
∂θ
n=1 m=0

(4.6)
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Bφ (r, θ, φ) =

∞ X
n
X

Pnm (sin θ)(gnm cos mφ − hm
n cos mφ)D(r, n),

(4.7)

n=1 m=0

where Pnm (cos θ) are the associated Legendre functions and r is the radial distance
and

 2n+1 
 n+2 n + 1 + n r
rss
Rs


C(r, n) =
(4.8)

 2n+1  ,
r
Rs
n + 1 + n rss


D(r, n) =

Rs
r
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r
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2n+1
Rs
rss




2n+1  .

(4.9)

Radial functions C(r, n) and D(r, n), where Rs is the solar radius and rss is the
source surface radius (2.5 Rs ), fulfill the condition of purely radial magnetic field
at r = rss .
Harmonic coefficients gnm and hm
n are solved as follows:


gnm
hm
n



X

Y

phot

2n + 1 X X Bj,i
=
P m (cos θi )
X · Y i=1 j=1 sin θi n



cos(mφj )
sin(mφj )


(4.10)

phot
where Bj,i
refers to the measured photospheric line-of-sight value at bin (i,j),
and sin(θi )−1 term comes from the assumption of the radial magnetic field in the
photosphere. Denominator X · Y counts the number of surface elements in the
synoptic map, which has X data bins in sine latitude and Y in longitude. One free
parameter for model solution is n, the highest order of the multipole expansion 4.5
- 4.7. In WSO model n = 9, but for example Wang and Sheeley [1992] truncate
the multipole at n = 17. Figure 4.2 shows the synoptic map of the photospheric
line-of-sight field and the PFSS model at 2.5 RS for Carrington rotation 2000.
The reliability of the PFSS model has been widely criticized since the model
neglects the effect of currents and includes only low orders of the magnetic field
structure. Moreover the magnetograph data sets suffer from a well-known saturation effect and from the por visibility of the opposite magnetic hemisphere of the
Sun, the so-called vantage point effect [Svalgaard et al., 1978; Ulrich et al., 2002;
Sun et al., 2011]. Anyhow, despite the known weaknesses of the model, PFSS is
still a fair tool in predicting the polarity of the large scale coronal and heliospheric
magnetic field [Paper II], especially when comparing the quality of the model with
the simplicity of the model or the time needed for calculations [Riley et al., 2006].
In practical use, models of the coronal magnetic field are particularly important
for the heliospheric models and space weather forecasts. Heliospheric magnetic
field structure and solar wind composition and velocity are mainly radially mapped
structures of the coronal magnetic field. Space weather models typically combine
a coronal model and a model for the heliospheric propagation of solar wind and
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Fig. 4.2. Upper panel: Synoptic map of the line-of-sight component of the photospheric
magnetic field measured at WSO during Carrington rotation 2000. Lower panel: Radial
component of the PFSS model at the source surface (2.5Rs ).

related magnetic field. A simple method to approximate the solar wind velocity
at the source surface is to calculate the so-called flux tube expansion factor, which
refers to the ratio between the radial magnetic field strength in the photosphere
and in the corona [Wang and Sheeley, 1990]. Since coronal holes are regions of
the open (roughly radial) magnetic field configuration and sources of the fast solar
wind, there is an inverse correlation between the expansion factor and the solar
wind velocity. Methods to derive the solar wind speed at the source surface and the
solar wind propagation in the heliosphere are typically semi-empirical [Arge and
Pizzo, 2000]. Data assimilation methods are often used since physical processes in
the corona are still not known in detail [Arge et al., 2010].
Physical processes in the corona are complicated and not known in detail, but
outside the source surface the plasma motion starts dominating the structure of
the magnetic field and the radial evolution is more easily predicted [Zhao et al.,
2005]. In the literature the heliospheric magnetic field (HMF) is still often called
the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Term IMF dates back to time, when it
was not known, how far away from the Sun the solar wind carries the magnetic
field. Anyhow, Voyager 1 and 2 missions have expanded our knowledge about the
HMF and it is now known, that the heliospheric termination shock where solar
wind starts to decelerate is located at about 100 AU , depending on the solar
cycle phase, heliographic latitude and longitude [Stone et al., 2005, 2008]. The
outermost layer of the heliosphere was found in August 25th 2012, when Voyager
1 may have left the helioshpere at 121.7 AU [Webber and McDonald , 2013].
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4.3. Parker’s model of the heliospheric magnetic field
The basic theory of the HMF was published by Parker [1958]. In this famous
publication Parker first presents the mechanism of the solar wind acceleration and
then derives the related HMF configuration, assuming infinite plasma conductivity
and related frozen-in condition between the plasma and the magnetic field. These
assumptions and the measured solar rotation lead to the spiral structured where
field behaves like

 r 2 
vφ − rΩ
ss
B = Bss
r̂ +
cos λφ̂
(4.11)
r
vr
where Bss is the magnetic field at source surface rss , vr and vφ are radial and
tangential components of the solar wind velocity, Ω is the angular velocity of the
Sun and λ is the latitude. At large distances, where vφ << rΩ the angle between
B and r̂, called spiral angle δ, gets the form
tan δ =

rΩ
.
vr

(4.12)

At the source surface the field is mainly radial, but already at 1 AU at the equator
the δ is about 45◦ and, while the distance from the Sun increases, HMF becomes
more and more tangential. Tangential component is largest at the equator and
decreases according to cos θ-term when moving to higher latitudes. According to
Parker’s model the HMF is purely radial over the poles and the polar component
is zero in general.

4.4. General properties of the HMF
The first satellite missions reaching te heliosphere showed that at the ecliptic plane
the HMF consists of sectors of both polarities, the magnetic field pointing towards
the Sun (T-sector) and away from the Sun (A-sector) [Wilcox and Ness, 1965].
The polarity pattern was found to repeat with solar rotation period, which verified
the solar origin of the heliospheric magnetic field [Ness and Wilcox , 1964]. After
multiple satellite measurements in 1962 – 1969 Rosenberg and Coleman [1969] concluded, that both sectors (polarities) appear during each solar rotation. However,
during the spring (fall) time, when Earth is in the heliographic south (north), the
polarity that is dominating the south (north) pole in the photosphere appears more
often in the heliosphere as well. This regulation, now called called the RosenbergColeman rule, is valid around solar minima, when the heliospheric magnetic field
has the stretched dipole type structure. Satellite measurements in 1960s verified
that during solar minimum one polarity mainly covers the northern hemisphere in
the heliosphere and another polarity covers the southern hemisphere. The layer
between polarities, the heliospheric current sheet (HCS), is the continuation of the
coronal magnetic equator to the heliosphere. Since both polarities appear often
several times during each solar rotation although Rosenberg-Coleman rule holds,
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it is so that the HCS is located around the heliographic equator but is not flat. Because of its wavy structure, HCS is often called the ballerina skirt. Probes flying in
the outer heliosphere have verified that the structure of the HMF at low latitudes
is mainly following Parker’s model. From the source surface until the termination
shock, and even beyond, the large scale HMF structure is mainly mapped radially
outwards [Burlaga et al., 1984, 2002]. The same observation was also concluded
in Paper III.

4.5. Ulysses measurements
The first out-of-ecliptic measurements of the HMF were made by Ulysses [Balogh
et al., 2008]. After Jupiter flyby in 1992 the probe attained a polar orbit around
the Sun. Ulysses observed a typical HMF sector structure at low latitudes, but
in June 1993 the probe moved for the first time in to the unipolar region at 30◦
southern latitude [Smith et al., 1993]. This disappearance of the sector structure
was due to the increasing latitude of the probe and the decreasing HCS tilt due
to declining solar activity. The probe completed the first pole-to-pole fast latitude
scan in 1994 – 1995, measuring the HMF from −80.2◦ to 80.2◦ latitude in 322 days.
Measurements during the first fast latitude scan showed that the radial component
of the HMF is practically independent of latitude [Smith and Balogh, 1995]. At
first large scales the Ulysses measurements agree with the predictions by Parker’s
model, but at small scales strongly deviates from Parker’s spiral [Smith et al.,
2000a; Schwadron, 2002]. Also the large scale field does not exactly follow Parker’s
prediction. High latitude measurements showed some deviation from the expected
values and a small as north-south asymmetry in both spiral and meridional angle
of the HMF was noted [Forsyth et al., 1996]. During the first orbit of the probe in
1992 – 1998 the spiral angle tended to be larger than expected at high southern
high and the meridional angle distribution showed an unexpected double peak
structure at high northern latitudes [Forsyth et al., 2002]. These deviations are
most likely due to large scale Alfvén waves or HMF foot point motion across
coronal hole boundaries [Forsyth et al., 2002; Schwadron and McComas, 2005].
In Paper I we calculate the cumulative flux density for each Ulysses fast latitude
scan. These results give a clear picture about the large scale structure of HMF in
1994 – 1995, 2000 – 2001 and 2007. The first fast latitude scan took place during the solar minimum and Ulysses mainly observed the T-sector in the southern
hemisphere and the A-sector in the northern hemisphere. HCS was found to be
relatively flat, with both polarities appearing roughly between -15◦ and +18◦ latitude. During the next fast latitude scan in 2000 – 2001 the HMF had a maximum
type structure and both polarities appeared at any latitude. Both sectors appeared
mainly once during each solar rotation, which indicated tilted dipole type HMF
structure for maximum time as well [Smith et al., 2001]. The last scan took place
in 2007 during the late declining phase of solar cycle 23. The large scale field was
reversed to the previous minimum, with T-sector dominating in the north and
A-sector in the south. The HCS region was found to be much wider than during
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the previous minimum, both polarities appearing between -28◦ and +24◦ latitude.
Ulysses measurements and previous studies with IMP 8 and Voyager data showed
that the width of the HCS varies from minimum to another. During the solar
minimum in 1980’s HCS was found to be thinner than during the minimum in
1970s or 1990s [Richardson and Paularena, 1997]. In Paper III we noted that the
outer heliosphere probes measured more variability in sector occurrences during
the solar minimum in the 1990s than during the two previous minima. These observations are related to the weakening of the polar fields and the related weaker
development of polar coronal holes during the last few decades.

4.6. Heliospheric magnetic flux
Magnetic field is sourceless according to Maxwell’s laws. Therefore, the total
signed magnetic flux over any closed volume is zero. To estimate the magnetic
energy in the heliosphere we calculate the total (unsigned) flux, i.e. the integral of
the absolute value of HMF Br over a closed sphere. Solar cycle also modulates the
total heliospheric magnetic flux. Total magnetic flux in the photosphere correlates
strongly with the sunspot number, but the HMF flux has a much smaller relative
variation over the solar cycle than sunspots. The magnetic flux through the source
surface is easily derived from the coronal magnetic field data obtained using PFSS
model. If we use the original measured photospheric magnetic field and the PFSS
model as described in Equations 4.5 - 4.10, the total flux through the source surface
is only about 1/4 of the total flux derived from HMF measurements.
This discrepancy relates to the saturation of the measured spectral lines, which
leads to underestimated values for the photospheric magnetic field. Saturated
values cannot be corrected individually, but by comparing measurements using
multiple spectral lines saturating at different magnitudes, it is possible to define the
average reduction factor for each latitude [Ulrich, 1992]. One of the most common
latitudinal correction factors is 4.5 − 2.5 sin2 λ [Wang and Sheeley, 1995; Ulrich,
1992]. After applying the latitudinal correction to the measured photospheric
magnetic field, the total flux determined with the PFSS model matches well with
the measured heliospheric flux [Wang et al., 2000].
Both coronal and HMF fluxes are mainly related to the strength of the dipole
component of the solar magnetic field, which also determines the area of polar
coronal holes. As shown by Ulysses observations, the HMF flux is independent of
latitude and longitude [Balogh et al., 1995]. Therefore the total flux of the HMF
can be reliably determined using the measurements of one satellite only [Owens
et al., 2008]. Some time ago Lockwood et al. [2009a] suggested that, unexpectedly,
the total flux in Voyager, Pioneer and Ulysses increases with r. They explained
this excess by the kinematic effect of solar wind speed variations on the frozen-in
heliospheric field [Lockwood et al., 2009b]. However, Smith [2011] used Ulysses
data and a mathematical simulation to show that the cause of the flux excess
is the replacement of Br by its modulus |Br | when calculating the total flux.
The modulus rectifies some of the large amplitude magnetic field variations and
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increases the total HMF flux in calculations. Also, the variance of the magnetic
fluctuations decreases less rapidly with distance than Br , which intensifies the
effect when r increases [Smith, 2011]. It has also been shown that the fluctuations
are distributed symmetrically perpendicular to the average HMF field line direction
[Erdös and Balogh, 2012]. This gives a possibility to reduce the effect of the
fluctuations on the measured flux density.

4.7. Bashful Ballerina
Heliospheric current sheet is the layer between the two HMF polarities. HCS is
often called the ballerina skirt, since it has typically a wavy structure, not following
the heliographic equator. Local deflections of the HCS to higher latitudes define
the HMF sector structure measured, e.g., at 1 AU. During the declining phase
and solar minima the most common HCS configuration is flat and tilted (with
respect to the heliographic equator). Since the tilt angle is typically larger than
the maximum latitude of the Earth’s the vantage poin of about 7.2◦ , both sectors
appear normally during each rotation. Typically even the minimum time HCS
structure is more complicated and both sectors may appear more than once during
rotation [Hoeksema et al., 1983]. HCS structure is even more complicated around
solar maxima. Because several coronal holes there may even be several current
sheets.
Figure 4.3 shows the polarity of the HMF from 2000 on in 2-year steps, each
synoptic map being the first completely measured rotation of the year. White
indicates the polarity away from the Sun and black toward the Sun, the color
changes at the magnetic equator, which refers to the HCS at the corona. During
solar maximum in 2000 and 2002 there are multiple current sheets, but while the
solar minimum approaches, HCS became less and less tilted. Tilt angle reaches
the minimum value during the solar minimum in 2008. The latitudinal extent of
the HCS starts growing again from its minimum state as activity starts increasing
(see plot for 2010).
A southward or northward shift of the HCS refers to the situation when the
longitudinally averaged latitude of HCS deviates from zero. The first evidence
of the momentary southward shift of the heliospheric current sheet (HCS) was
found using Ulysses cosmic ray measurements during the first fast-latitude scan
in mid-1990s [Simpson et al., 1996]. Cosmic ray flux in a certain energy range
is smaller in the vicinity of the heliospheric current sheet and the latitude of she
cosmic ray flux minimum marks the location of HCS. However, this pioneering
result in the study of hemispherical asymmetry was based only on one south-north
orbit of Ulysses lasting only a couple of solar rotations. Like Figure 4.3 shows, the
HCS latitude is highly dependent on longitude. The momentary HCS latitude is
not representative of the longitudinally averaged HCS latitude. This problem was
quantified and discussed for the Ulysses HMF measurements in Paper I.
Crooker et al. [1997] studied the HCS location using HCS crossings measured by
Ulysses and Wind in March 1995 to construct a rotational map of the HCS latitude.
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Fig. 4.3. Synoptic maps of the HMF polarity at 2.5 solar radius, according to PFSS
extrapolation of the WSO data. First full Carrington rotation of each year. White
indicates polarity away from the Sun and black toward the Sun.

They concluded that the HCS latitude varies from +17◦ to -20◦ , indicating a
rotation averaged southward shift of about few degrees. Surprisingly, they also
found that at the same time coronal streamer belt was located from +13◦ to -4◦
latitude, indicating an average northward shift. In order to remove the effect
of temporal HMF variations in Ulysses, Smith et al. [2000b] investigated Wind
measurements at L1 point. They concluded that a smaller HMF magnitude in
the northern hemisphere indicates a roughly 10◦ southward shift of the HCS, in
agreement with Simpson’s result. Figure 4.4 shows a rough sketch of the idea that
the magnetic polarity dominating in the northern hemisphere is weaker and covers
a larger area.
Reanalysis of HMF observations at 1 AU since 1960s showed that during solar
minimum times the field with polarity from the northern heliographic hemisphere
appears more often than the polarity from the southern hemisphere [Mursula and
Hiltula, 2003]. This proves that such a southward shift is a general long-term pattern, now called the bashful ballerina. Moreover, HMF sector polarities extracted
from ground-based geomagnetic field observations showed that the HCS was shifted
southward even during earlier cycles, at least since solar cycle 16 [Hiltula and Mursula, 2006]. In paper II we show that when the Sun is more active and has strong
polar fields during minimum times and polar coronal holes with unipolar fields
extending closer to the equator, their asymmetry can better be viewed at low
latitudes. This analysis, based on comparison between the HMF measurements
at 1 AU and the coronal magnetic field at source surface clarified the question of
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FIG. 6.ÈSchematic of an asymmetric current sheet. This two-dimensional diagram represents conditions near the Sun where the e†ect of rotation can be
neglected. Radial solar wind Ñow, which is established a few radii outside the solar corona, assures that the radial Ðeld and current sheet separating
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flux is transported polewards by the meridional flow, it is most likely that besides
the north-south asymmetric production of the magnetic flux, also the asymmetric
transportation may significantly contribute to the observed asymmetry of polar
field intensities.
Investigation of meridional flows is rather complicated in general [Hathaway,
1996]. Three methods used are the tracking the motion of magnetic elements
[Hathaway and Rightmire, 2010], investigation of the Doppler shift of spectral
lines [Ulrich, 2010] and helioseismology [Gizon and Rempel , 2008]. Figure 4.5
shows that the different methods seem to yield quite different results, which are not
necessary due to errors but methodological differences. Tracking the motion of the
magnetic elements Hathaway and Rightmire [2011] consider single pixel elements
with absolute field strength less than 100 G. Doppler method [Ulrich, 2010] ignores
all pixels with magnetic field intensity more than 20 G, describing the velocity of
gas flow rather than the motion of magnetic elements. Results obtained by Doppler
method cannot explain the polar field development, but meridional flow profiles
obtained by magnetic element tracking seem to be in agreement with measured
polar field intensities [Janardhan et al., 2010]. Moreover, the model which takes
into account meridional flows and the hemispherical asymmetry in flux generation
in the active regions seems to be in agreement with the asymmetries between
northern and southern polar field magnitudes [Kosak et al., 2012; Rightmire-Upton
et al., 2012]. However, further studies are still needed in order to explain the
differences between the results obtained by different methods.

5. Summary
This thesis presents a study of the structure and long-term evolution of the heliospheric magnetic field (HMF). The most important subject studied is the northsouth asymmetry of the solar magnetic field and the related southward shift of the
heliospheric current sheet. In order to obtain a global picture about the asymmetric nature of the Sun and heliosphere, we have used measurements of the magnetic
field in the photosphere and the PFSS model and satellite measurements from
several locations in the heliosphere. We extended our study to polar latitudes and
outer heliosphere using data from the Pioneer, Voyager and Ulysses probes.
Paper I deals with Ulysses measurements of the HMF. We scaled the magnetic
field radial component to 1 AU and investigated the north-south asymmetry in
magnetic flux. Results show that during the fast latitude scans in 1994 - 1995
and 2006 the radial component is weaker in the northern hemisphere leading to an
average 2◦ southward shift of the heliospheric current sheet. The constant value
of the shift is significant especially since these two minima have very different
intensities of polar fields. Moreover, we also studied in Paper I how the north-south
asymmetry appears in Ulysses data during the HCS crossings and showed that
Ulysses measurements around the current sheet are only able to determine the
HCS latitude in that specific longitude where the probe crosses the HCS. The
overall shift of the HCS cannot be reliably determined from measurements within
the current sheet because the the probe’s high latitudinal speed at the perigee.
In paper II we used hourly HMF values of the OMNI data base since 1964
and the coronal field based on the PFSS model and Wilcox solar observatory
measurements of the photospheric magnetic field since 1976. We investigated the
radial development of the HMF radial component and developed the so-called
n-value, which describes how the radial component decreases with radial distance.
During the period when HCS is shifted southwards, the n-value was found to be
significantly different for the two HMF sectors. In paper II we also noted that the
measurements at the ecliptic plane depict the asymmetry less systematically for
cycle 23 than for cycle 22 because the weaker polar fields in solar cycle 23 produce
a wider HCS region and mask the asymmetry to be clearly seen at low latitudes.
In paper III we reanalyzed the observations of the HMF made by the Pioneer
10 and 11 and Voyager 1 and 2 heliospheric probes since 1972. Observations at the
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distant probes and at 1 AU showed a very consistent picture of the HMF sector
structure in the entire heliosphere, and even beyond the termination shock. HMF
observations by the probes also supported the southward shift of the heliospheric
current sheet. Pioneer 11 and Voyager 1 showed that the development of northern
polar coronal holes was very systematic and active during all the four solar minima
since mid-1970s, while Voyager 2 observations showed a less systematic and delayed
development of southern coronal holes in 1980s, 1990s and 2000s. This delay in
the evolution of southern coronal holes with respect to the rapid and systematic
evolution of northern coronal holes leads to a larger extent of northern coronal
holes and the southward shift of the HCS for a few years in the late declining
phase of each solar cycle.
In paper IV we studied the hemispherical asymmetry in the photospheric and
coronal magnetic fields using Wilcox Solar Observatory measurements of the photospheric magnetic field since 1976 and the PFSS model. Multipole analysis of
the photospheric magnetic field shows that during the late declining phase of solar cycles since 1970s, the bashful ballerina phenomenon is a consequence of the
g20 quadrupole term, signed oppositely to the dipole moment. Surges of new flux
transport magnetic field from low latitudes to the poles, thus leading to a systematically varying contribution to the g20 -term from different latitudes. In the case of
a north-south asymmetric flux production this is seen as a quadrupole contribution traveling towards higher latitudes. When the quadrupole term is largest, the
main contribution comes from the polar latitudes. At least during the four recent
solar cycles the g20 -term arises because the magnitude of the southern polar field
is larger than in the north in the late declining to minimum phase of the cycle.
The study presented in this thesis covers several aspects about the structure
and evolution of the large scale HMF since 1960s. This period, the declining phase
of the grand modern maximum, also happens to coincide with the time known
as space age, when satellite measurements revolutionized our knowledge about
space. Quite recently we have seen that many paradigms based on measurements
during the active Sun are not necessary valid when the Sun is quiet. This thesis
gives a clear picture of how the hemispherical asymmetry of solar activity is seen
in the photospheric magnetic field and how it appears in the corona and in the
heliosphere until the termination shock. Besides the hemispherical asymmetries,
we also showed that the overall structure of the HMF has changed significantly
when the grand modern maximum seems to end in 2000s. When solar activity
decreases, the polar fields become weaker and the HCS covers a wider latitudinal
range. Stronger polar fields and the thinner HCS also impact the Earth significantly. According to geomagnetic observations, the north-south asymmetry of the
HMF and the southward shift of the HCS has been the persistent condition during
solar minima since 1930s. In the following decades the Sun is most likely going
to be less active than it has been since 1920s. Then the asymmetry of the HMF
will be less visible in the satellite measurements at 1 AU and in geomagnetic fields.
More work is needed to understand how the north-south asymmetry is formed in
the photospheric magnetic field. The north-south asymmetry in sunspot records
is well known, but it seems that the asymmetry in large scale photospheric magnetic field is more complicated than in sunspots. It has been recently suggested
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that the variations in the meridional flow speed explain variability in polar fields.
Consequently, hemispherical asymmetry in meridional flow would contribute to
polar field asymmetry. Now, when the Sun seems to be at the maximum phase of
the cycle 24, we look forward to observing how the polar fields and the HMF are
formed when approaching the following solar minimum. It is also possible that,
after the present (and possible next) weak cycle, the more active cycles would
depict an opposite asymmetry and a northward shifted HCS [Mursula and Zieger,
2001; Paper II ].
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